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ABSTRACT

This study aimed at identifying the impact of the use of distributed practice on some of the elements of physical fitness (transitional speed, muscle ability, maximum strength, flexibility, agility) and some anthropometric variables (body weight, abdominal fat, below the blade bone, behind the hummers). The researcher used the empirical method, and the study sample included 15 students enrolled in the course of physical education at Al-Zaytoona University. Après-measurement was conducted, and then the training program was applied for a period of 8 weeks at a rate of three training units per week. The results of the study showed improvement and development in the physical fitness elements (transitional speed, muscle ability, maximum strength, flexibility, agility) and in the anthropometric variables (body weight, abdominal fat, upper arm fat). According to that, the researcher recommends the use of distributed practice to improve and develop physical fitness elements and anthropometric variables. The researcher also recommends conducting other studies regarding the rest of physical fitness elements and physical and anthropometric variables.